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Abstract. Free-piston engine generator (FPEG) provides a novel method for electrical power 

generation in hybrid electric vehicle applications with scarcely reported prototype development 

and testing. This paper is looking into the motion control strategy for motoring the FPEG 

during starting. There are two motion profiles investigated namely, trapezoidal velocity and S-

curve velocity. Both motion profiles were investigated numerically and the results have shown 

that the S-curve motion can only achieve 80% of the stroke when operated at the proposed 

motoring speed of 10Hz. 

1. Introduction 

A free-piston engine (FPE) operates on dynamic balance of forces, which produces linear 

reciprocation motion. In the crankshaft engine, the piston position is consistent and can be represented 

by a kinematic relationship between crank radius, connecting rod length and crank angle.  On the 

contrary, an FPE has non-fixed piston stop positions (top-dead-centre (TDC) and bottom-dead-centre 

(BDC)) and its piston motion is not governed by any mechanical component. Further, due to the 

absence of the crank-slider mechanism, the fundamental principle of operation of this engine requires 

a new approach. 

A popular configuration of the FPE is the free-piston engine generator (FPEG) which has attracted 

commercial interest in recent years (for review, see e.g. Hanipah, Mikalsen and Roskilly [1]).  

However, the key step towards commercialisation is overcoming the hardware and software 

challenges [2]. One of the key challenges is the piston motion which posed numerous issues such as 

start-ability, misfiring and unstable operation [3]. This paper outlines the piston motion 

characterisation approach using numerical investigations. 

2. Prior research 

The typical configuration of a free-piston engine is a single piston configuration. Primarily, for cyclic 

operation to be possible, a free-piston engine requires a bounce device to ensure the piston returns to 

initial top-dead-centre position for the next engine cycle. 

Free-piston engine is said to be dynamically constrained as opposed to kinematically constrained 

crankshaft engine [4].  A dynamics constraint means the piston stop positions (TDC and BDC) is not 

consistent and its motion profile is not governed by any mechanical component as in crankshaft 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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engine.  Further, due to the absence of the crank-slider mechanism, the fundamental principles of 

operation of this engine require new approach. 

The most popular configuration of a free-piston engine generator (FPEG) is a dual-piston type 

configuration allows each cylinder to act as bounce chamber [5, 6] for cyclic operation to be possible. 

The dual-piston type is shown Figure 1, where two pistons are connected by a shaft integrated with 

permanent magnet assembly as a single moving mass called a translator.  The translator oscillates as a 

result of alternate combustion event occurring in the opposing combustion chambers. 

 

 
Figure 1. A dual-piston type free-piston engine generator (FPEG) configuration. 

 
However, as oppose to conventional crankshaft engine, which can be cranked several times before 

it starts by using starter motor to drive the flywheel, the starting of an FPEG is arguably the key 

problem which can be addressed electrically [7-9].  Thus, any development of such engine must 

consider its starting scheme and strategy to ensure sufficient linear motor capability to overcome 

compression force at sufficient starting speed [6]. Further, the omission of flywheel creates a critical 

issue since the engine must obtain its energy from each stroke.  Thus, researchers have suggested the 

integrated linear motor to provide assistance during misfire for continuous operation [6, 10].  

In terms of engine cycle, FPEG must operate in two-stroke cycle although a complex and bulky 

four-stroke cycle version was theoretically shown to be possible [11].  The two-stroke version is 

simpler and thus, is widely adopted since the combustion occurs at every stroke to provide kinetic 

energy require for reciprocation thereby increasing its power output. Nevertheless, reported dual-

piston configuration FPEG running on two-stroke seems to be plagued with scavenging issues [12, 

13].  Some researchers eliminate this issue by using compressed air boost intake [5] and air-assisted 

direct injection [14]. 

The unique feature of free-piston engine generator (FPEG) lies in the piston dynamics. A single 

linear motion is converting the chemical energy from combustion process into kinetic energy of the 

moving mass and finally into electrical energy through the integrated generator.  The electrical energy 

can then be stored in an energy storage system to be utilized for various applications such as for series 

hybrid electric vehicles and electrical generators.  

Various researchers have applied Newton second law [10, 15-25] to model the dynamics of free-

piston engine.  It is limited to single piston and dual piston configuration since the opposed piston 

requires synchronizer mechanism, which introduce kinematic constraint to the pistons, which should 

be treated similar to crankshaft engine. 

The principles of the numerical modelling of this paper is based on the dynamics model as 

established in [26] which is presented in the next section. 

3. Piston motion numerical modelling 

The piston motion profiles are the key aspect in controlling the energy input during starting of the 

free-piston engine generator (FPEG). This section establishes the dynamics model of the FPEG, which 

is based on the free-body diagram shown in Figure 2. The main forces comprise of: 
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 The in-cylinder pressure forces acting on both cylinders, 𝐹𝑝1
and 𝐹𝑝2

 

 The frictional forces due to contact surfaces on the moving part of the engine, 𝐹𝑓 

 The net force or inertial load of the moving mass, 𝑚�̈� ,(where �̈�  is the acceleration of the 

piston in the direction of motion and m moving mass). 

 The electrical force acting on the permanent magnet assembly of the generator, 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑔 

 The motoring force during starting, 𝐹𝑚𝑜𝑡 

 

 

Figure 2. Free-body diagram of the dual piston free-piston engine generator dynamics model. 

 
The dynamics equation can be obtained by applying Newton second law in the direction of 

acceleration as shown in Equation 1. 

∑ 𝑭 = 𝑭𝒎𝒐𝒕 + 𝑭𝒑 − 𝑭𝒇 − 𝑭𝒄𝒐𝒈 = 𝒎�̈�       (1) 

𝐹𝑝 is the resulting in-cylinder pressure forces acting on the translator can be expressed in the 

Equation 2: 

𝑭𝒑 = 𝑭𝒑𝟏
− 𝑭𝒑𝟐

= (𝒑𝟏 − 𝒑𝟐) ×
𝝅𝑩𝟐

𝟒
       (2) 

Where, 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 is the in-cylinder pressure in cylinder 1 and cylinder 2 respectively and 𝐵 is the 

cylinder bore diameter. 

Generally, there are three modes of free-piston engine generator operation as shown in Table 1.  In 

motoring mode, which occurred during starting, the motoring force is the most dominant force.  When 

combustion occurs, the combustion force (𝐹𝑝)𝑐 becomes the most dominant. During this mode, 

motoring forces shall be gradually decreased until the sustainable reciprocation is achieved. 

 

Table 1. Summary of the three main modes for a free-piston engine generator and the 

corresponding general equation of motion. 

Mode Equation of motion 

Motoring ∑ 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑚𝑜𝑡 + (𝐹𝑝)𝑚 − 𝐹𝑓 − 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑔 

Combustion ∑ 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑚𝑜𝑡 + (𝐹𝑝)𝑐 − 𝐹𝑓 − 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑔 

Generating ∑ 𝐹 = (𝐹𝑝)𝑐 − 𝐹𝑓 − 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑔 

 

The model developed in this paper is based on the design specifications presented in Table 2. The 

design has variable compression ratio capability of up to 20:1 but the maximum stroke is limited to 

38mm for sufficient clearance between the cylinder head and the piston at TDC. The FPEG is 

expected to produce electrical power of 5kW at 50Hz by running in two-stroke cycle operation at a 

minimum of 2.8kW per-cylinder produced from combustion. 
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Table 2. The free-piston engine generator (FPEG) specifications. 

Parameter Value 

Bore [mm] 50 

Minimum/Maximum stroke [mm] 33/38 

Minimum/Maximum Geometric compression ratio [-] 9.5:1 to 20:1 

Moving mass [kg] 6.5 

Minimum engine power/cylinder [kW/cyl] @50Hz 2.8 

Maximum electrical power output [kW] @50Hz 5.0 

Motoring speed [Hz] 10 

Idling speed [Hz] 20 

Generating speed [Hz] 50 

 

 There are two types motion profiles investigated in the numerical modelling: 

 •Trapezoidal velocity profile 

 •S-curve velocity profile. 

The trapezoidal velocity profile is simpler and widely employed while the S-curve velocity profile, 

although complex, leads to smoother vibration-less motion. Figure 3 shows the modelled motion based 

on trapezoidal velocity profile. The translator undergoes constant acceleration at the beginning of the 

motion, zero acceleration when it reaches maximum velocity and steadily decelerated when it reaches 

the targeted stroke. The main problem with trapezoidal motion profile is the bumpy motion resulting 

from the infinite jerk characteristic to produce constant acceleration and deceleration values. 

 

 

Figure 3. Trapezoidal velocity profiles with resulting acceleration and displacement profiles. The 

jerk is the derivative of acceleration. 
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Figure 4. S-curve velocity profile with resulting acceleration and displacement profiles showing 

finite jerk characteristics. 

 
 Figure 4 shows the S-curve velocity profile with the resulting acceleration, and position profiles. In 

this profile, the jerk now has finite values due to the S-shaped velocity profiles. Both motion profiles 

are investigated in numerical model develop using Matlab and the results are discussed in the 

following section. 

4. Results and discussion 

The main aim of the paper is to investigate the piston motion resulting from two motion profiles 

commonly used for motion control presented earlier namely, trapezoidal and S-curve velocity profiles. 

Figure 5 shows a typical crankshaft piston velocity against piston position which produced higher 

piston velocity around TDC as compare to lower piston velocity for FPEG operating at similar engine 

cyclic speed.        

 

 

Figure 5. The typical velocity against piston position curves for crankshaft IC engine and free-

piston engine generator (FPEG) used as baseline [26]. 
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 Figure 6 shows the piston velocity and acceleration at 10Hz motoring speed and 33mm stroke 

produced using trapezoidal velocity motion. There is no constant speed region since the piston is 

accelerated for 25ms and decelerated quickly so that the targeted stroke can be achieved. The typical 

trapezoidal velocity profile is observed with the maximum velocity occurs at mid-stroke, coincidental 

with the deceleration timing. This profile produced discontinuities for the jerk positions as presented 

in Figure 3 earlier.   

 

 

Figure 6. The acceleration and velocity produced at 10Hz motoring speed for the starting using 

trapezoidal velocity profile and its resulting piston position. 

 Figure 7 shows the resulting piston position using trapezoidal velocity profile at minimum stroke 

length of 33mm and maximum stroke of 38mm. Both targeted stroke positions are achieved within the 

cyclic duration at 10Hz. This is the main reason why this method is preferred widely for motion 

control applications. 

 

Figure 7. The piston position resulting from trapezoidal motion simulated at minimum and 

maximum stroke length. 
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Figure 8 shows the piston velocity and acceleration at 10Hz motoring speed and 33mm stroke 

produced using S-curve velocity motion. This motion produced favourable smooth acceleration 

transition for dual-piston type free-piston engine generator in order to reduce the cyclic vibration. 

However, the final position is 6mm shorter than the targeted stroke, which needs further tuning before 

this profile can be implemented. 
 

 

Figure 8. The acceleration and velocity produced at 10Hz motoring speed for the starting using S-

curve velocity profile and its resulting piston position. 

Figure 9 illustrates the severity of this situation where the stroke reduction is about 18% when S-

curve motion profile is used. It can be observed that the piston motion has slower ascend during the 

first and last 10ms of the motion due to the S-shaped velocity profile which has contributed to the 

shorter stroke.  

 

Figure 9. The piston position comparison between trapezoidal and S-curve motion simulated at 

33mm. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a numerical method is used to investigate two types of motion profiles, trapezoidal 

velocity and S-curve velocity for starting of free-piston engine generator. The trapezoidal motion 

profile is able to move the piston to the targeted stroke of 33mm and 38mm. However, the final 

position produced via S-curve motion profile is 18% shorter due to the slower ascend and descend 

during the first and final 20% of the cyclic duration. Further tuning of the model is necessary before 

the S-curve motion can be implemented in the free-piston engine generator starting strategy.  
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